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warhammer 40,000: dawn of war dark crusade makes up the second big dlc for
warhammer 40,000: dawn of war, and the second expansion for the strategy game

called "dark crusade". the sequel to the original "dark crusade" (2007) and both
expansions for "dark crusade: armageddon" (2008) and "dark crusade: the final
crusade" (2009) are based on some of the events from the first third of the new

testament of the bible. the second "dark crusade" is set almost 2000 years after the
events of the first "dark crusade". the primary setting for warhammer 40,000: dawn of

war: dark crusade is a galactic era when humanity waged war against the space marine
legions of the emperor's space marines. first "dark crusade" was released in 2007 with
the war thunder patch 1.35 (also known as "malatya update"). in 2009 "dark crusade:

the final crusade" had been released with no additional dlcs. in 2012 the second
expansion "dark crusade: armageddon" came out with the war thunder patch 1.56 and
was announced as the last expansion. 39 new maps in three new campaigns the first

new maps were "blackstone", "hardstone" and "errosus", while the third campaign was
named "the edge of doom". "the edge of doom" was followed by four new single-player
missions and four new custom maps. then, in the month of december 2011, the third
expansion "dark crusade: armageddon" was released, including six new single-player

missions, one new custom map and one new campaign (the last "imperium" campaign).
two new maps followed. in total four campaigns and ten single-player missions were

released. the expansion introduces a new metagame map called "grand crusade", also
known as the solar system where the whole storyline takes place and where the player
is commanding the armies of the chaos throughout the solar system. this new map is

set in our solar system, in the years between 2000 and 2300 of the warhammer 40,000
timeline. this new map offers a total of 35 different maps (35 custom and 10 new),

while making the whole solar system map environment playable as a single map (single
player and multiplayer). additionally, 33 units are new in the expansion: five new

commanders, three new daemons, five new flying units, thirteen new heavy infantry, six
new vehicles and six new tanks. "grand crusade" also adds four new titan units.
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